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QUESTION 1

In Report Studio, when creating a list report, what is thedifference between creating a section and creating a header? 

A. Headers appear outside the list. 

B. Sections appear outside the list. 

C. Headers appear once at the top of the list. 

D. Sections appear once at the top of the list. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

In the report shown in the image, 

users click on the Retailer name in theleft and see the related data on the right. What is the technique used to create
this report? 

A. Master-detail relationship where the master and the detail is in a separate list 

B. Drill-through definition where one column in a list drills through toa separate list in the same report 

C. Master-detail relationship where the master and the detail is in the same list 

D. Drill-through definition where one column in a list drills through to the same list in the same report 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

The following report was created in Report Studio using a relational package and shows revenue by sales rep, city, and
country. 

What will the report show if the author creates a detail filter for Revenue>500,000 and applies the filter AFTER auto
aggregation? 

A. Only reps who generated total revenue greater than 500,000. 

B. Only cities that generated total revenue greater than 500,000. 

C. Only countries that generated total revenue greater than 500,000. 

D. Only reps who had individual sales transactions of greater than 500,000. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

In Report Studio, when would the author need to unlock cells on a report? 

A. To merge two report types into a single report. 

B. To merge query items into a single column. 

C. To merge a query item into a text item. 

D. To merge report objects in table. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

In the image below, 

the last column calculates the percentage that each Product type contributed to the overall revenue. What is the
calculation in the last column? 

A. percentage ([Revenue]) 

B. percentage ([Revenue] for Product type) 

C. percentage ([Product type] for [Revenue]) 

D. percentage ([Product type]) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

In Report Studio, a block object contains a text item in the page header. If the author reuses the block in the page
footer,which of the following is true? 

A. The author can replace the child object with an object of a different type. 

B. The author must replace the child object with an object of the same type. 

C. The author can replace the parent object with an object of the same type. 

D. The author must replace the child object with an object of a different type. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

In Report Studio, an author creates a weekly sales report and modifies the global class settings in the report. Which
reports will this modification affect? 

A. All reports. 

B. Reports created using the same package. 

C. Reports created within the log on session. 

D. Only the current report. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

In Report Studio, an author wants to change the location of the legend in the chart report. 

What property will accomplish this? 

A. Auto Truncation 

B. Axis Assignment 

C. Absolute Position 

D. Relative Alignment 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

In Event Studio, which definition best describes the event key? 

A. The object that is created in Event Studio. 

B. Specific occurrence of data items that an agent must detect. 

C. One or more data items that uniquely define an event instance. 

D. The set of detected event instances that satisfy the task execution rules. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10
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In Report Studio, what can an author do to organize list data into logical sections? 

A. Insert a table. 

B. Add a header or footer. 

C. Pivot the list to a crosstab. 

D. Modifythe Spacing and Breaking property. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

In Report Studio, an author creates the following report: 

The author wants each row of this report to contain a column chart displaying quantity sold for a particular product line.
How can theauthor ensure that the chart in each row displays data for only the product line that appears in the same
row? 

A. Add a column chart to the list, link the column chart to the same query used for the list and then add data to the
chart. 

B. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create a union relationship between the queries for the
list and the chart. 

C. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create an intersect relationship between the queries for
the list and the chart. 

D. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create a master-detail relationship between the queries
for the list and the chart. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Which statement is true about using a burst key to burst reports? 

A. A burst key can beadded to a crosstab report. 

B. A burst key can be added to a list report. 

C. A burst key can be added to a chart report. 
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D. A burst key can be added to a map report. 

Correct Answer: B 
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